
Edmonton becoming a CS4L Community, Part 2: Mobilization 
 
In order for a community to become a Canadian Sport for Life (CS4L) Community, its cogs must 
collectively work toward change. The Physical Literacy and You (PLAY) Edmonton group, which does the 
work of a CS4L Community Leadership Team, is in a near-constant state of evolution. Members recently 
extended an invitation to delegates from the municipalities that surround Edmonton who attended the 
International Physical Literacy Conference (IPLC 2013) to join the PLAY meetings with the hope of 
advancing the CS4L movement. Originally called “Creating Fit Kids,” PLAY Edmonton’s widespread 
participation means the group might be renamed once again.  
 
Another recent development came out of the need for PLAY Edmonton to review its focus – initially 
limited to children aged five to eight – as some agencies with a larger mandate expressed a difficulty in 
continuing to participate. In the true spirit of continuous improvement – one of the 10 Key Factors of 
CS4L – the mandate was adapted to include all. “As we heard in Banff at the [IPLC 2013], physical 
literacy is a lifelong journey, and so we’re reshaping what we’re doing and we’re learning as we go,” says 
Gary Shelton, Executive Director of the Edmonton Sport Council (ESC).  
 
To find an example of how this change to include all has been mirrored by an individual organization, 
one needs only look as far as YMCA Edmonton, which introduced physical literacy and FMS training for 
its summer camp leaders in summer 2012. It was so well received by parents and participants that the Y 
has since incorporated it into all of its programs. Also within the last year, the Edmonton Public School 
Board has made physical literacy a district priority. Every school now must begin identifying how to 
advance physical literacy within its curriculum. These are just two examples of many.  
 
And it’s not only Edmonton-based organizations who are taking steps toward becoming CS4L 
Communities. Dr. Vicki Harber, an ESC board member and a professor at the University of Alberta in the 
Faculty of Physical Education & Recreation, is a partner of Shelton’s in this initiative. They have been 
sharing their work with others, and since April 2012, a PLAY group started up in Lethbridge and a Calgary 
initiative has rebranded itself as PLAY Calgary. Harber and Shelton have even been asked to sit on a 
provincial work group through the Alberta Recreation and Parks Association (ARPA) called PLAY Alberta, 
which unites partners to advance physical literacy within Alberta communities. Says Shelton, “It’s taking 
that sharing concept to a higher level so we’re not reinventing and duplicating every time we turn 
around in a different community.” 
 
These Alberta communities have seen quick success in terms of CS4L implementation and adoption of 
physical literacy over the past year; remarkable considering how long change can take when it involves 
several organizations across multiple sectors. 
 
Harber and Shelton are working on an Edmonton Active Recreation and Sport Policy that Shelton says 
may be along the lines of the Vancouver or Winnipeg sport strategies. However, Shelton is quick to point 
out that a community the size of Edmonton would probably have different sectors and organizations at 
various stages of the process.  
 
As a whole, Edmonton would likely be pegged as a Mobilizing Community – the third stage of the five-
stage, long-term “Becoming a CS4L Community” framework that is being developed with the support of 
the McConnell Family Foundation.  
 



Unlike many communities, Edmonton has its history of cross-sectoral trailblazing success to lean on1. But 
even so, it’s not all roses in Wild Rose Country.  
 
Due to recent provincial cuts in funding, the Edmonton Public Schools’ Comprehensive School Health 
Consultants positions, which supported the District’s physical education teachers (which had just 
increased from two staff to four) were eliminated. “They were representatives around the PLAY group, 
and with one very quick guillotine move we’d lost our connection, and there was leverage, there was 
enthusiasm, rationality,” says Harber. “They had attended the [IPLC 2013] and within days of that, the 
sword was swung.”  
 
Any community – regardless of whether it aims to be a CS4L Community or not – could encounter 
governmental cuts that might negatively affect it in some way. Harber and Shelton advise not to worry 
about this, to instead focus on informing people and bringing them together. Aligning language is one 
way to do this.  
 
“While we’re trying to change policies within organizations, we started at a very, very small level of just 
having a change in wording in programming brochures that go out to the public,” says Shelton. “That 
begins with [facilitators] changing attitudes and perceptions of what should be included in these 
programs and what sort of training program deliverers should have.” 
 
A perfect example is the YMCA adding the terms physical literacy and FMS training into its summer 
programming, and how that quickly led to changes in all its programming. This is an instance of reaching 
high by aiming low.  
 
“It’s just about aiming. I think a lot of us have lost our aim,” says Harber. “Everybody is gone working in 
their own little silos and holes and behind certain walls that we don’t even aim anymore. And we often 
talk about creating common language across sectors – if people ever realized that this enabled groups to 
work together and to share responsibilities, it would actually be, not only money saving, but also 
emotionally energizing.” 
 
Shelton is of the mind that the language and the CS4L movement needs to first take hold within the 
organizations themselves. “When it spreads within the organizations, that’s when I think the 
organizations themselves will take greater ownership.” And once it spreads through the organizations, it 
can overflow into the community.  
 
Shelton and Harber have put their words into action by producing a resource for Edmonton that is not 
only being utilized in Alberta, but now all across Canada. The “Becoming a CS4L Community” document 
is where organizations and communities should begin. “Part of the intention of that ‘Becoming a CS4L 
Community’ document is to enable people to function independently, with some guidance provided by 
those statements,” notes Harber.  
 
Richard Way, CS4L’s Senior Leader, commends the work done by Shelton and Harber. “What is doubly 
exciting about this resource is that these two Champions, in the course of their work, locally created it 

                                                           
1
 As mentioned in part 1, the CS4L Alberta Ambassador Network has been creating awareness of the benefits of 

physical literacy and activity of all Albertans for the past three years. Also, through a desire for collaboration and 
coordination, the Edmonton sport community and City of Edmonton joined forces 15 years ago to establish the 
Edmonton Sport Council.  



for Edmonton but then sent it on to our CS4L National Leadership Team. From there, a whole variety of 
community Champions vetted it so now we have a really top quality resource created by communities 
available across the country with very low development costs.”  
 
All of this together – the document, the people, the collaboration, the alignment – is what allows Harber 
to dream big: “I read this article the other day about connecting the dots. You know, the old kids’ 
cartoon where you’d be connecting dots, one to 200, and you’d end up coming out with this image. I 
think where we’re at is we’re making dots and somewhere along the line there are going to be some 
people either at a provincial or regional levels that are going to be able to see what is going on here . . . 
and wouldn’t it be incredible wisdom if the actual national or federal government saw the power of 
these dots and started connecting them? I mean, could you imagine the likes of somebody running for 
prime minister talking about grounding the connection or strengthening Canada on the back of CS4L? 
Whether I’m hallucinating right now or not, that’s kind of what I’m thinking – that’s the power of it.” 


